A family of subsets 3Ê in (X, It) is called an 3-famiIy if the following three conditions are satisfied:
(1) The empty set 0 is in 36. for every k. An 3-family ï is said to be a strong ^-family if IntiCUA7)) =0 for all N in 3E. We shall use the symbol Cl(¿, V) to denote the closure of A with respect to a new topology TJ.
The following lemma may be derived straightforwardly from the definition of an 3-family: Lemma 1. If ï is an ^-family of (X, It) then { U-N: Z7G11, NE%} forms a base of a topology V on X. In this case, we say that V is generated by 3Ê.
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[April Theorem 1. Let 36 be an ^-family of subsets of a regular Ti-space (A, 11). Let V be the topology generated by I. Then <UQV and H(X, 11 ) = H(X, V).
Proof. It is clear that H(X, 11) QH(X, V). Suppose there exists/ in H(X, V)-H(X, 11). Then either there exists a VÇ.'Up, with /(F)GH/w, or V$KP0 but/-1(F)GcU/-1("") for some p0. We need only show that the first alternative leads to a contradiction. Since Pi is open, 09* PgPiPiGnnit, and Uqi\UiQNi\JNi, which would imply that A2WAi is somewhere dense. Therefore
Hence f(q)QCl(f(Vi), V). This contradiction shows that/(F)GH/("")
implies FGHpo lor each po in A. Thus/ is continuous. Similarly/-1 is continuous and we have Pi (A, 11) =H(X, V).
If 3£ contains an element which is not closed, then ll^t). If further, (A, 11) is locally Euclidean, then (A, 11) is not homeomorphic to (A, V) [4] .
If (X, 11) is a first countable regular Pi Baire space and every element in 3£ is of the first category, and if x* contains at least one element which is not closed in (A, 11), then ll^D and (A, 11) and Therefore [/0rW,CA7'oWA7'< for each ¿ = 1, 2, • • • . But U0 contains all but finitely many pi. Therefore there exists tVO such that Uor\Ui9^0.
Hence AoVJA,-contains nonvoid interior which is contradictory to the assumption that every element in 36 is of the first category and (A, 11) is a Baire space. Hence (A, TJ) is not regular and (A, It) and (A, TJ) are not homeomorphic.
Lemma 2. The intersection of a collection of ^-families of (X, 11) is an ^-family of (A, It).
The proof is straightforward. Lemma 4. If {36«: olED} is a collection of ^-families of (A, It), and {¿a:aG7>} is a family of mutually disjoint closed sets such that NaEAafor each NaEHa, then there exists a smallest ^-family containing U {36a: a ED}, namely the family of all finite unions of members of (J{Xa:aED}.
Proof.
Let ï be the class of all finite unions of elements of \N:NQXa, aQD}. Then the conditions (1) and (3) From the above lemmas and Theorem 1, we have the following theorem which follows immediately. Theorem 2. Let { X*": aQD} be a class of ^-families of subsets of a regular Ti-space (A, 11) and let V be the topology generated by taking the family of subsets { U\N: NQXa, aQD} as a subbase. If one of the following conditions is satisfied :
(a) the collection { **": aQD} is a collection of strong ^-families except possibly one; (b) there exists a family of mutually disjoint closed sets \Aa: aQD} such that NaQAafor each NaQXa; then H(X, 11) =H(X, V).
In the following corollary, when we say a sequence of subsets {Af} converges to A, we mean that every neighborhood of A contains all but finitely many A{. And let H (A) = {f(x):fQH(X, 11), xQA }. The following corollary serves as an example to illustrate the preceding theorems and concepts. Proof. To prove the corollary, we only need to verify that 3E¿ (4 = 1, 2, 3) is an 3-family. We do it for « = 1, and the other cases are similar. 
